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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3515 - 3516

Levilia, who was cultivating, also naturally noticed the movement outside.

Just when he was about to support him, three alien masters attacked him.

When they saw Levilia, their eyes almost glowed.

Their task is to take away Levilia!

This is also the most critical part of this mission!

Therefore, the three sent to deal with Levilia are the strongest among the eighteen people!

“Take her down and take her away!”

The three masters immediately killed Xiang Levilia.

Levilia also used his own self-created exercises to fight back without showing weakness.

Jo“Boom…”

She directly used the power of heaven and earth to press the three alien masters in front of
her.

“Bang bang bang…”

A scene no one expected appeared.

The three alien masters were lost, and they all flew out.

He vomited blood, was seriously injured, and his eyes were full of disbelief.
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The Levilia in front of him is like a demon.

Blend in with the world around you.

The earth underfoot, or the mountains, or even the firmament.

All for her.

Like a god, you can’t look directly at it.

The three of them knew that they were careless.

Immediately use all his powers to continue to attack Levilia.

This cannot be treated like a child!

“Boom boom boom!”

But what no one thought was that the three of them flew out again.

And it’s even worse than before!

It was only at this moment that they realized that this child was extremely powerful!

Just like her father!

It is invincible!

It was too late for them to escape, and Levilia’s terrifying coercion had already arrived,
making them unable to move at all.

Outside Huoyun Evil God, Zoey Lopez and the others were injured.

After all, this strongest alien is too strong.

If they can hold out until now, it’s already pretty good.
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“Kill them!”

The fifteen masters of the strongest alien race directly started the killing, and they wanted
to slaughter all the people like Zoey Lopez.

Give Levi Garrison the strongest revenge.

Under their fierce attack, Huoyun Evil God and others felt the pressure.

Just when there was a crisis, Levilia appeared.

Not to mention throwing out the three alien masters, the terrifying aura enveloped the
audience!

Let everyone present feel the terrifying coercion!

My heart is shaking.

This is?

At first they thought it was Levi Garrison who came back.

Such oppression.

But who would have thought that this was actually Levilia.

She is imposing, like a fairy!

A terrifying aura enveloped the fifteen masters of the strongest alien race.

“Go, take it!”

The militant alien race rushed up immediately.

But the fifteen people were still invincible.

It was all blasted out by Levilia.
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Even Gong Qianqiu was stunned.

This little girl is so strong?

You are not your opponent!

She originally thought that her improvement in this period of time would be against the sky.

The result is nothing compared to Levilia.

Fortunately, she still wanted to hit Levilia’s roots before.

Now wake her up, she is too strong.

Even if Levi Garrison was not there, the idea of   letting her go and attacking Levilia was of no
use.

Is she so strong?

How to transplant her root bone?

fortunately!

She couldn’t help but pat herself.

Fortunately, this time, I didn’t have the idea of     playing the root of the king, just to steal the
gods.

Otherwise, you will fail yourself.

Sure enough, luck is good, and God is on his side.

However, this made Gong Qianqiu sad, and it would be even more difficult if he wanted to
make up his mind about Levilia’s roots.

Gotta take the long view.
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No one thought it would end like this.

Levilia showed great power, and this group of aliens were not opponents at all.

After they suffered consecutive failures, this group of aliens didn’t wait any longer and
hurriedly evacuated.

Levilia originally wanted to catch up, but considering the safety of others in the base camp,
she still did not chase.

Immediately go to count the casualties.

The strongest alien escaped immediately, and the plan to retaliate against Levi Garrison
failed.

Gong Qianqiu also left immediately, this adventure was too exciting.

The risk is too great.

The power of Levilia surprised everyone and changed the situation directly.

Let the plan of the strongest alien completely fail.

There was no revenge at all.

The Huoyun Evil God and the others suffered minor injuries, not heavy blows at all.

Everyone was staring at Levi Garrison, but ignored Levilia, a master.

Or not even thought about it at all.

Just think of her as a child, but she has a very high talent and has a terrible spiritual root
and bone.

Just use her as a tool.

But who would have thought that a little girl could grow to such a degree?
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The eighteen masters of the strongest alien race are far from being opponents!

This is outrageous too!

No one thought of it!

This time the strongest alien seems to understand a little – why the master doesn’t let them
touch Levi Garrison easily!

They didn’t take it seriously at first.

Now I get it.

They underestimate the enemy.

Levi Garrison was stronger than they thought.

Even his daughter is so outrageous.

Fortunately, there was no direct contact with Levi Garrison.

This is the first time that the strongest alien has escaped in a long time.

Shame on them!

Also very shocking!

I also know how uneasy Levi Garrison is.

They finally got it.

Why did they have to be so careful when they dug out the bones of the five Azure Dragon
(Qinglong) people?

Because there is no certainty about the true strength of Levi Garrison, the monkey.

Gong Qianqiu was the most shocking.
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The key is that her layout takes into account every detail.

But it never occurred to me to ignore a very important point – Levilia.

She didn’t count her strength in it.

Only when she is a child.

At present, Levilia’s combat power is also among the top in the Zhenmo Division.

Gong Qianqiu roughly estimated that Levilia’s strength should be on the same level as the
ancestor of the West Pavilion.

That is, it is similar to the Three Saints of the North Pavilion.

That will make the strongest alien master so embarrassed.

Rejoice!

She didn’t attack Levilia.

Otherwise, all her plans will fall short.

The bureau that had been arranged for so long was destroyed in one fell swoop.

So glad.

Fortunately, she didn’t think it was a good opportunity, so she only took action against the
ancient sword.

She also ran away in despair.

In the base camp, everyone looked at Levilia in disbelief.

They got along day and night, and they never thought that Levilia had grown to this point
now.
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They are still stuck at the point where Levilia only has talent.

But he never thought that Levilia had already fulfilled his talent.

so horrible.

Just now, Levilia is like a god descending.

Everyone was terrified.

As strong as her father was, so was she.

Levilia just smiled.

For her strength, her father knew.

Now that Levi Garrison leaves the base camp at will, he doesn’t seem to be worried about
Levilia.

The reason is that he knows the strength of Levilia.

Can handle almost any exception.

So he was relieved.

It turned out that Levi Garrison left with confidence this time, knowing that Levilia’s skills
could handle everything.

After knowing that the strongest alien master appeared, his first thought knew that there
was a plan.

Maybe it’s a trick.

The other party is likely to know the existence of the base camp, to attract themselves away,
and then attack the base camp.

But he couldn’t figure it out, who else knew the location of the base camp.
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It seems that only Xu Qingya and four people from Zhen Mosi have been here.

The three saints in the North Pavilion did not know that when they came to find him, he was
not at the base camp.

But the four should not reveal the location of the base camp.

So who will it be?

Therefore, Levi Garrison still firmly believes that no one knows about the base camp.

In addition, he saw Levilia once before he left, and realized how far Levilia has grown now,
so he left with peace of mind.

Even if someone comes to attack, Levilia can completely deal with it.

As it turns out, it does.

Levilia can guard the base camp.

the other side.

After Levi Garrison spent some time, he still found the four masters of the strongest alien
race.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3516

When the four of them saw Levi Garrison, not only did they not retreat, but they were
extremely excited.

Finally had a chance to fight Levi Garrison.
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At this time, they had actually received the message – that the delay was enough and they
could retreat.

Because something happened on the other side.

But the four ignored the order.

How could they leave so easily against Shang Levi Garrison?

“kill!”

The four desperately killed Levi Garrison.

It’s just that when Levi Garrison made a move, the ground shook.

Where can the four be against each other?

Levi Garrison blasted the four out with just one punch.

There is no fighting back.

These four also knew how powerful Levi Garrison was.

Definitely not something they can provoke.

They underestimated Levi Garrison.

The monkeys out here are extremely powerful!

Not that they can fight!

The two sides are not on the same page.

Thanks to how powerful they thought the monkeys outside were, they were just monkeys.

Everyone wants to fight Levi Garrison!
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The result is their naivety.

The power of Levi Garrison was too unexpected.

“withdraw!”

The four were about to leave immediately.

But it was too late to run away now.

Levi Garrison has been eyeing them.

“No! Definitely can’t let him catch it! Self-destruct!”

The four realize the crisis.

“Bang bang bang…”

The next moment, the bodies of the four exploded one after another.

There was a cloud of blood on the spot.

This is the means arranged on them before they set off.

Once he can’t escape, he chooses to self-destruct.

Can’t be caught by Levi Garrison.

“This……”

Levi Garrison was annoyed for a while.

He had guessed that this group of people might be about to commit suicide.

So his mighty power controlled everything, preventing them from doing anything.

But they seemed to prepare in advance and let their bodies explode directly.
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He couldn’t control it either.

Obviously the enemy is to lead him out, so that he can go to the base camp to get revenge
on himself.

But how can Levilia’s strength be something you can compete with?

Levi Garrison returned to the base camp unhurriedly.

It was exactly as he predicted.

Tune the tiger away from the mountain.

Sure enough, the group attacked the base camp.

But I have long been prepared, Levilia’s strength is enough to deal with everything.

During this time, he has been paying attention to Levilia’s growth.

With her self-created exercises and enough resources, it’s really fast.

In a short period of time, it was so tyrannical to this extent.

It was the most exaggerated thing he had ever seen.

Therefore, with her here, why is Levi Garrison worried?

He has already roughly understood the strength of all parties in the town of magic.

Levilia’s strength is also considered top notch.

Therefore, he was very relieved.

“Dad, it’s a pity that Levilia can’t catch them!”

Levilia said with a bit of regret.
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Levi Garrison smiled: “It’s okay! This group of people can’t be caught! They will blow
themselves up! They all succeeded in blowing themselves up under my hands, obviously
they are prepared!”

“However, Levilia makes Dad very proud! Finally, I can be on my own!”

Levi Garrison touched Levilia’s head with relief.

“Are the others all right?”

Levi Garrison began to check other people’s injuries.

“Everyone is okay, just a little bit injured! It’s okay!”

Fortunately, after the inspection, everyone is fine.

“This base camp is now completely exposed! I’ll check it first! If they leave anything
behind…”

Levi Garrison began to inspect every part of the base camp.

For fear of what these people have done.

But after a lap of inspection, he was relieved.

It is estimated that this group of people has no chance to arrange something.

Nothing is left.

The main reason is that Levilia is strong, disrupting all their plans.

Catch them off guard.

Levi Garrison and everyone walked all the way to his residence.

And the only place he didn’t check.
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“Huh? What about Divine Tribulation?”

At this time, Levi Garrison suddenly found that the gods were gone.
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